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Dear friends,

Well, hello. We're getting to the end of the last reel of the
43rd sequel of 'The Caux summer conference story'. Incredibly,
some of the original cast are still playing, but many of this
year's cast were new. It feels and looks as if this may be one
of the best-loved and appreciated versions. And in the way of
successful sequels, we're already planning another one! So we've
taken some time in the last week to review ideas for next year's
invitation, and for the different sessions and possible dates.
I'll try to get some of it into next week's final letter. We've
likewise tried to review the human resources needed to run the
house, and look at the workings of each department. There too,
we hope to include you further (perhaps with the report of the
forthcoming world consultation, which will be largely on Caux).

Autumn is touching the air at last. We've had some glorious
clear sunny days, but now starting with just a touch of the brisk
freshness that betokens this my favourite of seasons: the Dents
du Midi are crystal clear as you step out of the front door and
look down to the post office. But I do not think I've ever seen
so little snow up there. We have been blessed with the weather.
I think you could count on the fingers of one hand the number of
days when we've been unable to eat or have tea outside; and most
of those days have fallen between sessions! But the drought has
broken, and we have had some long, soaking rain at last, as well
as some spectacular thunder storms.

Now at last the numbers are coming down below 500, as Asia,
Africa, the Pacific and Latin America, the countries that make up
some 80% of the world's population, host 'A partnership of
purpose' - a gentle irony. For the large and varied group at the
heart of the session, it has been a rich partnership, and a real
growing together in friendship, respect and understanding.
Mandarin and Japanese have joined Czech and the other languages
on the translation board. It has not been at all easy for those
responsible to prepare and coordinate their session over so much
of the globe, with the difficulties of communications. And the
teamwork has not always been easy even in Caux, across the
language and cultural disparities, but head and heart are in
harmony. This session goes on till Wednesday, but as so often
before this summer, there have been other wheels turning within
the bigger wheels, this time a dialogue of scientists on "The
Preservation of Creation" and a meeting of Cambodians.










